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Data Flow Diagram
The ServiceNow bot automates bulk incident, problem & change management in the configured
ServiceNow instance. It supports bulk operations like creation, updation, deletion, and retrieval of
incidents, problems and change based on the input spreadsheets and generates corresponding output
spreadsheets containing the result of the operations. It is a reusable, fast and effective solution to cater
most of the needs with least manual intervention.
The following data flow diagram describes the operation and interactions of the ServiceNow bot and
its associated components.

Data flow Description
The following steps outline the bot’s interactions as displayed in the data flow diagram.
1. The ServiceNow bot user invokes the bot to start its processes.
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2. The ServiceNow bot reads “ServiceNow Connector Configuration.txt” file (vAuthType,
vGrantType, vCredentialName, vAttributeName, vRequestType, vTableName) and decides the
“Request Type” based on “vRequestType” field.
3. The bot reads the data from Input Sheet based on “Request Type”.
4. The bot gets necessary credentials from ServiceNow Locker (Credential Vault).
5. The bot connects with ServiceNow API and sends Input Data.
6. The bot executes the request in configured ServiceNow Instance.
7. The bot retrieves the output.
8. The bot writes the output and the error message if any to the “Response File” in “Output”
folder. and writes the “Audit Logs”.
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List of Identified Threats
The following threats to the ServiceNow bot were generated in consultation with the data flow
diagram, using the CRUD method (Create, Read, Update and Delete)1, applying the STRIDE model of
threat classification (Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information Disclosure, Denial of Service and
Elevation of Privilege)2, and other threat brainstorming activities.

1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Create,_read,_update_and_delete
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=ZGVmYXVsdGRvbWFpbnxzZWN1cmVwcm9ncmFtbWluZ3xne
Do0MTY1MmM0ZDI0ZjQ4ZDMy

2
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Threat
An attacker can read,
update or delete data
stored in the application
binaries
Windows user account
with excessive privileges
ServiceNow account with
excessive privileges
An attacker can update the
business logic in the
application scripts
An attacker can create,
read or update data
between the bot and
ServiceNow API
An attacker can redirect
the bot to an invalid
ServiceNow API

Description
An attacker can read, update or delete data
stored in the application binaries.

Asset
ServiceNow bot

Impact
Information Disclosure,
Tampering

A windows user account with admin privileges
are used to run the ServiceNow bot.
A ServiceNow user account who has access to
multiple ServiceNow instances is used.
An attacker can modify the business logic in the
application scripts and modify the workflow of
the bot.
A MiTM attack allows for the modification of
traffic between ServiceNow API and
ServiceNow bot.

ServiceNow bot

Elevation of Privilege

ServiceNow API

Elevation of Privilege

ServiceNow atmx
scripts

Tampering

ServiceNow API

Spoofing, Tampering

An attacker can trick the ServiceNow bot to
communicate with a fake ServiceNow API
resulting in false results.

ServiceNow API

Spoofing

The application performs
insufficient input
validation
An attacker can create a
fake input file

An attacker can provide malformed input
resulting in malformed input being processed by
bot.
A rogue operating system process, application,
or user might create a fake input file and
reconfigure the bot to use this file instead. The
result would be that output file information
would be based on the fake input file, not the
real data.
An attacker that can read the input file via
compromised OS process, application, or user
account would gain access to the information
stored in input file and could use this
information to further launch attacks against
known assets.
An attacker that can update the input file via
compromised OS process, application, or user
account.
An attacker that can delete the input file may
disrupt the bot from regular operation resulting
in the bot being unable to update the input file
with accurate information.
The bot writes sensitive data to logs or
snapshots.
An attacker that can read the contents of the
output file through compromised process,
application, or user account would gain access
to the output data returned by ServiceNow API
An attacker that can update the contents of the
output file through compromised process,
application, or user account can modify the
output returned from ServiceNow API
An attacker that can delete the output file might
disrupt the execution flow of the bot, resulting
in the malfunctioning of bot. It may also result
in the loss of historical status data if the data is
not being backed up

Input File

Repudiation, Denial of
Service, Elevation of
Privilege
Spoofing, Tampering, Denial
of Service

An attacker can read the
input file

An attacker can update the
input file
An attacker can delete the
input file
Insecure Logging
An attacker can read the
contents of the output file
An attacker can update the
contents of the output file
An attacker can delete the
output file
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Input File

Input File

Information Disclosure

Input File

Denial of Service

Input File

Denial of Service

Logs

Information Disclosure

Output File

Information Disclosure

Output File

Spoofing, Tampering

Output File

Repudiation
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Threat Ranking
This section provides the results of the risk analysis performed for the ServiceNow bot based on the
data flow diagram and identified threats. Threats were reviewed, and the following impact categories
were used to identify the risk for each threat: Damage potential, Reproducibility, Exploitability,
Affected users, and Discoverability (DREAD)3.
The Average total is calculated by adding up all the values of the categories and dividing by 5 (number
of categories).
Threat

Impact

An attacker can read,
update or delete data
stored in the
application binaries.
Logs stores
excessive/sensitive
information or logs
are not handled
properly.
An attacker can
create a fake input
file

Information
Disclosure,
Tampering

Damage
Potential
5

Reproducibility

Exploitability

Discoverability

5

Affected
Users
5

9

Average
Total
6.8

8

Information
Disclosure

6

7

6

7

7

6.6

Spoofing,
Tampering,
Denial of
Service
Tampering

8

7

5

5

8

6.6

8

6

5

5

8

6.4

An attacker can
delete the input file
An attacker can read
the contents of the
output file
An attacker can read
the input file

Denial of
Service
Information
Disclosure

7

6

5

5

8

6.2

7

6

5

5

8

6.2

Information
Disclosure

4

6

5

5

8

5.6

An attacker can
modify the business
logic in the
application scripts
and modify the
workflow of the bot.
A windows user
account with admin
privileges are used to
run the ServiceNow
bot.
An attacker can
update the contents of
the output file

Tampering

8

6

3

5

6

5.6

Elevation of
Privilege

3

10

5

5

10

5.6

Spoofing,
Tampering

4

6

5

5

5

5

An attacker can
update the input file

3

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/driversecurity/threat-modeling-for-drivers#the-dreadapproach-to-threat-assessment
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Threat

Impact

An attacker can
delete the contents of
the output file
A MiTM attack
allows for the
modification of
traffic between
ServiceNow API and
ServiceNow bot.
An attacker can trick
the ServiceNow bot
to communicate with
a fake ServiceNow
API resulting in false
results.
An attacker can
provide malformed
input resulting in
malformed input
being processed by
bot.
A ServiceNow user
account who has
access to multiple
ServiceNow
instances is used.

Repudiation

Damage
Potential
4

Reproducibility

Exploitability

Discoverability

5

Affected
Users
5

5

Average
Total
5

6

Spoofing,
Tampering,
Elevation of
Privilege

10

4

3

5

3

5

Spoofing

6

5

3

5

5

4.8

Repudiation
, Denial of
Service,
Elevation of
Privilege

7

5

3

5

3

4.6

Elevation of
Privilege

3

5

5

5

5

4.6
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Summary of Top Threats
This section summarizes the top threats to the ServiceNow bot and its associated assets. It also
combines some of the threats listed is section three into an easily managed grouping. The risk rankings
were also re-assessed for the grouped threats.
Threat

Impact

An attacker can read, update or delete data stored in the
application binaries.
Logs stores excessive/sensitive information or logs are
not handled properly.
An attacker can create a fake input file

Information Disclosure, Tampering

Average Risk
Ranking
6.8

Information Disclosure

6.6

Spoofing, Tampering, Denial of Service

6.6
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Static Analysis
Bot Details
Bot Name: ServiceNow
Bot Version/Build: 1.0.0
Report Prepared by: Satish S – Senior Security Team Lead, Security Innovation
Report Prepared for: App Perfect
Date: March 24, 2020

Application Source Code Scanning
Tool Details
Tool Used: Veracode
Tool version information: VERACODE Engine Version – 20200218164746
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Tool Configuration
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Tool coverage
Static Code Analysis was performed on the ServiceNow bot binaries.
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Unmitigated Vulnerabilities
A total of 20 vulnerabilities were identified during the Static scan.
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Seventeen Medium issues were identified during the Static scan of the application binaries. The
following section describes the medium issues discovered, its severity, description, consequences and
recommendations.
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Two Low issues were identified during the Static scan of the application binaries. The following
section describes the medium issues discovered, its severity, description, consequences and
recommendations.
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